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111, 1IAN
PI(. .14 West Ferris Street

Eas: Brunswick. N.J. 08816
(908) 390-5858
Fax: (908) 390-9496

July 5, 1994

Mr. Eustratios Cornninellis
Consulting Engineer
Civil Engineering Department
Consolidated Edison Co. of New York, Inc.
4 Irving Place
New York, NY 10003

RE: Assessment of Ground Water Migration Pathways
From Unit No. 1 Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant.

Dear Mr. Comninellis:

At your request, The Whitman Companies, Inc. has prepared the attached report
assessing migration pathways and environmental impacts in the case potentially
contaminated water from spent fuel pools at Unit 1 leaked into ground water.

It is our finding that a site-specific combination of hydrogeologic and design features
of Unit 1 is favorable for minimizing environmental impacts of any subsurface leaks. Most
of the water that might leak from the spent fuel pools would be intercepted and recovered

by a subsurface drainage system operated at the Chemical Systems Building. This system
was installed at the time Unit 1 was constructed to combat high ground water levels. An
upward hydraulic gradient and upward flow resulting from location of the Station in, a
regional ground water discharge zone (the Hudson River valley) will prevent any downward
migration of water from the leak. If any portion of the leak were not intercepted by the
subsurface drain system, it would likely follow a shallow ground water flow pathway into a
small stream discharging into the Hudson River some 1,700 feet southwest of Unit 1.
Ground water in the area is not, used for drinking water supply.

If you have any questions regarding this letter, or if we can be of any further
assistance, please contact us at (908) 390-5858.

Very truly yours,

Andrew Michalski, Ph.D., CGWP
Director of Hydrogeology

AM/ld
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ASSESSMENT OF GROUND-WATER MIGRATION PATHWAYS
FROM UNIT 1 SPENT FUEL POOLS

AT INDIAN POINT NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
BUCHANAN, NY

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report provides an assessment of migration pathways in the event potentially
contaminated water from spent fuel storage pools at Unit 1 of the Indian Point Nuclear
Power Plant leaked into ground water. Our evaluation is based upon review of various
reports listed below, interpretation of geologic and hydrogeologic data contained in these
reports, geologic and hydrogeologic reconnaissance of the Station and its vicinity, as well
as a review of design drawings for Unit 1 subsurface, drainage systems and photographs
taken during the construction of Unit 1.

Major reports reviewed included: "A Geologic Report on the Indian Point Power
House Site" by Sidney Paige, Consulting Geologist (1955); "Memorandum on Geologic
Features of Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant Site" by Thomas W. Fluhr, P.E., Engineering
Geologist (1965). These two reports were found in Section 2.7 of the Indian Point 2 Final
Facility Description and Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). Other documents' reviewed
include: "Supplemental Geological Investigation of the Indian Point Generation Station" by
Dames & Moore (1975); portions of PSAR for proposed Units No. 4 and No. 5, and a
report on "Hydrogeologic Investigation of The Verplanck Quarry" (1981) by Dames &
Moore.

During a site visit on June 3, 1994, Dr. Andrew Michalski of The Whitman Companies,
Inc. examined rock outcrops exposed at the Station along the eastern bank of the Hudson
River and at the Verplanck Quarry. He also surveyed the river bank for manifestations of
fresh water discharges into the river at low tide. In addition, construction drawings for
drainage systems associated with Unit 1 and adjacent buildings containing fuel pools and
chemical systems were examined and detailed photographs depicting excavation and
foundation works at Unit 1 were reviewed. Discussions were held with site personnel on
engineering and hydrogeologic features of Unit 1.
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2.0 SITE GEOLOGY

The Indian Point station is-located upon thePaleozoic (Cambro-Ordoviciom) bedrock

of the Inwood Formation (Attachment 1). This Forniation, which is the older unit of the
Manhattan Prong, consists of dolostone and marbles. These rocks are exposed on site, along
the Hudson River and in the Verplanck Quarry located approximately 3,000 feet south-

southwest of the site (Attachment 2). In general, the outcrop area of the Inwood Formation
in the site vicinity is confined to a topographically low area between Broadway and the
Hudson River (Attachment 2).

The dark schists of the Manhattan Formation lie unconformably above and to the east
of the Inwood Formation (Attachments 2 and 3). Both of these formations were regionally
metamorphosed to medium grade prior to the intrusion of the Cortlandt Complex east of
the site (Attachment 1). The intrusion has produced an aureole of contact metamorphism
in the adjacent Manhattan Prong, and further complicated an already complex tectonic
history of the metamorphosed, folded and faulted metasediments in the area.

A maximum apparent thickness of the Inwood Formation of 2,000 feet is reported in

the White Plains area. As indicated by results of an extensive geologic investigation by
Dames & Moore, the Inwood Formation at the Indian Point site is composed of three
interbedded lithologies: a blue-gray to light-gray dolostone, a, limestone similar in

appearance to the dolostone, and several thick beds of white marble. A weak foliation in
these rocks is underlined by light-colored micas. Minor layers of cherts and phyllites, usually

folded and boudined, are present within the lithologies.

The Inwood Formation exhibits a well-defined layered structure which generally strikes
north-south to north-east and dip easterly at 50 to 70 degrees to the east and southeast. The

bedrock is reportedly intensely, though not uniformly, jointed. Several major groups of
fractures were distinguished. One of these major sets measured in the Inwood Formation

strikes NNE, which is nearly parallel to the principal structural grain of the region.

Originally, the alluvial and glacial overburden at the site of Unit No. 1 was shallow.
The overburden was completely removed prior to the construction of Unit 1. At the eastern

portion of the site, the bedrock was excavated to an approximate elevation of +70 feet msl.
The elevation at the south side drops abruptly to + 15 feet at the intake structure on the
Hudson River. Unit 2, located immediately north of Unit 1, was constructed at a lower

elevation than Unit 1.
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3.0 GROUND WATER

3.1 Regional Setting

The occurrence and flow of ground water beneath the Station is controlled primarily
by the following three factors related to the regional hydrogeologic framework of the site:

1. The location of the station adjacent to the Hudson River is of greatest
significance. The river serves as a major regional sink collecting ground water
flows from the adjacent upland areas. The storage pools at Unit No. 1 are located
only 700 feet from the eastern bank of the river (Attachment 4). Generally, the
ground water discharge areas near major rivers exhibit a horizontal ground water
flow component directed toward the river and an upward vertical flow component
increasing with depth.

2. The permeability contrast between the relatively permeable metamorphosed
limestone and dolostones of the Inwood Formation and the low-permeability
schists of the Manhattan Formation, together with a limited extent of the Inwood
Formation, are important factors modifying ground water flow in the area in
relation to a reference case of a site with uniform permieability adjacent to a

major river valley. The permeable.character of jointed limestone and dolostone
beds of the Inwood Formation is indicated by an observation of no return of drill
water when test borings were made into the Inwood Formation (Fluhr, 1965). On
the other hand, schists of the Manhattan Formation are known to exhibit low
permeability. Conceivably, the band of the relatively permeably Inwood
Formation, cropping out between Broadway and the Hudson River and dipping
steeply eastward under the schists of the Manhattan Formation (Attachment 4),
will act as an underdrain collecting ground water flows from fractures in the schist
from the upland area and transmitting the flows updip and laterally toward the
Hudson River and in the direction of the Verplanck Quarry.

3. The steeply-dipping, layered.(foliated) structure of the Inwood Formation tends
to produce hydraulically anisotropic behavior of this formation as a whole. The
greatest permeability axis lies within the bedding (foliation and shear) fractures
(Attachment 4). Such permeability anisotropy tends to promote horizontal ground
water flow in the direction of the principal structural grain (which is subparallel
to the river), rather than directly to the river. In reality, the permeability of the
Inwood Formation is likely to be controlled by the presence of more transmissive
bedding plane separations which acts as discrete aquifer units. iThe presence of
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numerous joints (majority of which do not extend beyond individual beds) and
other fracture results tend to produce complex, leaky relations between such
discrete units. The different hydraulic role of bedding plane and joints in the
Inwood Formation is suggested by an examination of a large on-site outcrop

located, between Unit 1 and the river in the GT-1 gas turbine alleyway.

It should be stated that no significant dissolution features or indications of a
solution-type permeability were observed in the Inwood Formation during the
earlier site investigations (Paige, 1955; Fluhr, 1965; Dames & Moore, 1975 and
1981). The lack of any significant karstic features is also evident at outcrops of
the Inwood Formation exposed at the Station and along the Hudson River bank.

3.2 Site Hydrogeology

Site-specific measurements of ground water elevations in the vicinity of Unit No. 1
were obtained in several open coreholes drilled into the Inwood Formation during early site
investigation (Paige, 1955). Relevant data for the four coreholes are compiled in Table 1
.below. The total depth of these coreholes ranged from 93.7 feet to 100.0 feet, with the
bottom of the holes approximately 16 feet to 53 feet below-an average water level in the
adjacent Hudson River. The reported ground-water level elevations ranged from 55 feet
above msl in hole G-6 to 38 feet above msl for hole G-10 (Table 1).

When the measured ground water level elevations are contoured and plotted on a site
plan (Attachment 5), an apparent ground water flow in the southerly direction is obtained,
as indicated by an arrow on Attachment 5. This apparent flow direction is parallel to the
N-S direction of strike of beds measured by Fluhr (1965) for the area north of Unit 1
(Attachment 3), and is consistent with the ground water flow direction postulated under
items (2) and (3) above. South of Unit 1, the sirike of the Inwood bed's shifts westward
towards the river (Attachment 3) and the Verplanck Quarry. The ground water flow

direction is likely to follow that shift.

Although the apparent flow direction indicated.by the ground water levels measured
in open coreholes is generally consistent with the flow direction postulated earlier based
upon hydrogeologic analysis, the use of a term "apparent flow direction" is preferred for the
following reasons: 1) The ground water level measured in a long open hole might
represent a composite of water levels of several water-bearing units (discrete fracture units)
penetrated by the hole, but individual holes might not penetrate the same suit of the
discrete units, and 2) The water levels measured in the open hole likely include a
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significant vertical component of hydraulic head, which is directed upward in aground water
discharge area.

TABLE 1

Ground-Water Elevation Data
Reported For Several Open Core-Holes

Boring No. [ G-6 G-8 G-10 H-8]

Surface Elevation 78.9 78.0 41.0 64.9

(feet msl)

Bottom Elevation -21.1 -16.5 -54.0 -28.8
(feet msl)

Total depth, feet 100.0 94.5 95.0 93.7

Ground. Water Elevation 55 47 38 49

(feet msl)*

As reported on page W-26 of a "Geologic Report" By Sidney

Paige, 1955 (Section 2.7-1). All other data taken from
Figure 2.7-3 of the "Indian Point Generating Unit No. 2

Final Facility Description and Safety Analysis Report."

In our opinion, the relatively high water level elevations (38 to 55 feet above msl)
measured in deep open holes drilled in a close proximity to the river (Attachment 5) was
largely due to the presence of an upward hydraulic gradient and an upward ground water

flow beneath the area of Unit 1. The occurrence of the pre-construction potentiometric
level at such a relatively high elevation is confirmed by examination of old photographs
taken during early stages of construction of Unit 1. One .of such photographs

(Attachment 6), taken during normally dry-weather period in the Fall of 1959, shows
(ground) water pumped from a temporary sump located adjacent to the Unit 1 structures

under construction. A darker contact apparent on the steep excavation wall is indicative of
the position of the water table. The water table elevation apparent on the wall on the
photograph is similar to the water level elevations measured in on-site coreholes. Still

another indication of the upward hydraulic gradient is provided by a relatively high water
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level elevation measured in the Verplanck Quarry (approximately 20 feet above msl)
whereas the level of the river is approximately mean sea level. The water level in the
quarry, which was excavated to the maximum elevation of 160 feet at a sump area, has
remained fairly constant for "quite a few years" (Dames & Moore, 1981). Quarrying
operations were abandoned in 1942. Dames & Moore (1981) estimated the ground water
inflow to the quarry at 26 gpm at the time of their investigation.

The occurrence of an upward flow component in the area adjacent to the river has a
significant implication on the migration pathways of potential contamination released into
ground water at Unit 1. The presence of an upward vertical gradient would create an
hydraulic barrier preventing migration of the contamination into a deeper ground water
system, thus effectively limiting the migration of any potentially contaminated water released
at Unit 1 to a shallow ground water system.

3.3 Effects of Plant Construction on Ground Water Flow

The construction of Unit 1 involved making large excavation into bedrock of the
Inwood Formation and, in a limited way, into the low-permeability Manhattan Schist
(Attachments 4 and 5). The final ground elevation at the eastern portion of the plant is.
approximately +70 feet msl; the elevation of the southern portion of the plant drops
abruptly to + 15; in the western side of the plant towards the intake structure on the Hudson
River, the surface elevation is also + 15. Unit 2, located immediately north of Unit 1, was

built on excavated Inwood Formation at a lower elevation than Unit 1. Finally, Unit 3 was
constructed on the Inwood Formation south of Unit 1. West of the three unitsi along the
riverside, the surface elevation is + 15 feet msl.

The bottom of construction excavation for Unit 1 reached an elevation which was
approximately 25-40 feet below the pre-construction potentiometric level measured in the
coreholes (Section 3.2). This relatively deep penetration into the saturated zone during Unit
1 construction required interception and pumping of ground water to keep the
potentiometric surface in a depressed position at the foundation level. Detailed construction
photographs taken in the Fall of 1959 show ground water pumping from temporary sumps
located adjacent to the Unit I structures under construction (Attachment 6). As part of
foundation works at Unit 1, three independent drain systems were constructed to intercept
ground water and direct it to a sump from which the water could be pumped out. A more
detailed description of these drains is provided in Section 3.4. The pumping of ground
water collected by the drains has created a "cone of depression' typically associated~with
ground water pumping. Along with ground water removal, the drains provide a primary
receptor of any water leaked from the fuel storage .pools.
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Any water leaked from the pools that might not be intercepted by the drains would
follow the pathway of the shallow ground water. For the shallow ground flow system
beneath the site, the Hudson River provides the ultimate discharge zone and receptor of any
water released at the Station. Because of the anisotropic permeability of the Inwood
Formation, horizontal flow direction subparallel to the river may be preferred over a
flowpath directly from Unit 1 to the river. For the preferential flow of shallow ground water
and potential contaminant migration southward subparallel to the river, a small stream
flowing northwest through an adjacent property to the southwest (labelled "Stream" on
Attachment 2) appears to provide a secondary receptor of any contaminated water that may
migrate along the shallow ground water pathway. During the hydrogeologic reconnaissance
of June 3, 1994, the flow in the stream was estimated at several, gallons per minute (gpm)
at its confluence with the Hudson River. Approximately 500 feet in the upstream direction,
below, a location where the stream emerges from a culvert under a main, parking lot of the
Georgia Pacific Corporation, seeps of shallow, ground water were evident on the. eastern
slope of the stream swale. (Unit 1 is located approximately 1,700 feet east of the seeps.)

The Verplanck Quarry, located. approximately 3,000 feet southwest of Unit 1, may
provide a tertiary discharge zone for shallow ground water from the Unit 1 area. Although
it is likely that nearly all water which may leak from the Unit 1 spent fuel pools will be
collected by the Unit 1 drain systems and anv remainder would discharge to the stream, to
be conservative,'an area potentially affected by a release of contamination at Unit 1 would
be limited to the area in-between the river and Broadway (Attachment 2).

3.4 Subsurface Drains As Primary Interceptors of Potential Releases From Unit I
Spent Fuel Pools.

Since ground water levels encountered during the pre-construction site investigation
and during construction activities were 25-40 feet above the foundation footings, subsurface
drain systems were constructed at two different levels of the footings for the Unit 1
structures. The first system at an elevation + 12.5 feet msl drains to a sump, equipped with
pumps and automatic water level controls to maintain the water table in a. depressed
position. The total flow rate from the lower subsurface drain is approximately 14 gpm.
Because the pools with spent fuel are located within the cone of depression created by the
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system drainage, there is a reasonable expectation that any leak from the pools would be
intercepted by the drain system.

Examination of design drawings of the second subsurface drain system indicates that
the Fuel Storage Building (which contains the pools) is served.primarily by a perimeter

footing drain installed at an elevation of +33 feet (Attachment 7). This system, made up
of a 12-inch perforated pipe, serves the eastern side of foundation for the fuel storage pools
and then runs along the northern side of the building toward a drain header located on the
western side of the Containment Structure. This system is known to carry an estimated base

flow of 0.06 to 0.6 gpm. This drain system connects to the building internal drainage system
which discharges into the Unit 1 discharge canal. The drain system at +33 feet does not

constitute the lowest-elevation drain present in the vicinity of the fuel storage pools
(Attachment 7).

The permeable infilling placed between foundation for the spent fuel pools and
bedrock along the foundation walls creates a hydraulic connection between the pools and
the subsurface footing drain sump located under the Chemical System Building(Attachment
7). This drainage system at + 12.5 feet is expected to collect any leak from the pools

developed below an elevation of +33 feet, as this system at + 12.5 feet drains to a sump

being the low point of the "cone of depression." Ground water enters this sump at a typical
rate of 14 gpm. A radiation monitor is installed in the discharge line from the sump.

The results of radiation monitoring by Station personnel have confirmed the presence

of the hydraulic connection between the fuel.storage pools and sump in the Chemical
System Building. Furthermore, mass balance computations performed by Station personnel
indicate that virtually all tracer mass released from the pools was recovered via the sump

at + 12 feet. The results of these tracer studies demonstrate that the subsurface drain
system with sump at + 12 feet is capable to recovering all or nearly all contamination that

might leak from the Unit 1 spent fuel pools. The need for operating a ground water
pumping system at Unit 1 structures, necessitated by an upward gradient and flow of ground
water, has produced a very effective hydraulic containment and recovery system for any

leaks of water from the spent fuel pools.

A third subsurface drain system encircles the Containment Structure at an elevation
of + 14 feet (Attachment 7). The third system, which is connected to a sump located under

the Chemical Systems Building, carries no flow. The lack of flow in this drain system is
likely due to its more distant location from the principal bedrock cuts than the other two
systems and the placement of the drains in a grout envelope.
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4.0 .IMPACT ON POTENTIAL RECEPTORS

4.1 Ground Water Use

No usable aquifers occur beneath the facility or in its immediate vicinity.
Unconsolidated aquifers are absent in the area, and wells installed in bedrock formations

generally can yield only small quantities of water, particularly if installed in the low-
permeability Manhattan Schist. The local population is served primarily by municipal water
derived from surface reservoirs upstream of the site.

A search of potable wells was performed in 1969 as part of preparation of PSAR for
then-proposed Units 4 and 5. Results of this search, including a well location map, are
presented in Attachment 8. Only three (3) domestic supply wells were identified within a
2-3 mile radius of the site east of the Hudson River. The bottom elevation of.the nearest

domestic well identified through the search was approximately 20 feet above the river's level,
thus several feet above the water level elevation of + 12 feet in the Unit 1 sump. The
Westchester County Department of Health has advised that there have been no requests for
any supply wells since 1969.

The only municipal supply wells utilizing ground water within a five-mile radius is at
Stony Point, located on the western side of the Hudson River. The supply wells, apparently
completed in unconsolidated deposits, are relatively shallow. The deepest well reaches only
35 feet. The well system reportedly yields 550 gpm (PSAR, Units No.4 and No. 5)..

The nearest drinking water intake on the Hudson River is for the Castle Point
Veteran's Hospital located approximately 21.3 miles upriver from the Station.

4.2 Potential Impacts

The site-specific hydrogeologic conditions and design features of Unit 1 have created
three levels of containment or barriers which tend to minimize environmental impacts in the
case of a leak occurring at the spent fuel pools. The first level of containment is provided

by the ground water pumping from the Unit 1 subsurface drain systems. As demonstrated

by the results of tracer studies, this drainage system is capable of removing nearly all
contamination that might leak from the fuel storage ponds located in an adjacent building.

The second level of containment is furnished by the upward flow of ground water in a
regional discharge zone, forcing any flow not intercepted by the on-site drainage to migrate

laterally along a shallow ground water path toward the nearest stream. The third level of

containment is provided by the differences in hydraulic properties between the Inwood
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Formation and the Manhattan Schists. The differences preclude any potential migration
pathways beyond an area located west of Broadway and east of the Hudson River.

As indicated by the well search results (Section 4.1), no water supply wells are present
within the potentially impacted area in-between the Hudson River, Broadway and the
Verplanck Quarry. Since the well water supply systemrat Stony Point and other domestic
supply wells listed in Attachment 8 are located well outside the conservatively defined
potential impact area, it is highly unlikely that a leak from the Unit 1 storage pools could
impact water quality in those wells.

5.0 SUGGESTED GROUND-WATER MONITORING

In our opinion, a ground-water monitoring system relying upon sampling at ground
water. discharge point from the sump pump at the Chemical Systems Building and sampling
of water quality in the stream located 1,700 feet southwest of Unit 1 (the nearest secondary
discharge point) would be capable of an. early detection of a water leak from the storage
pools. Such a system has an advantage of early warning over systems relying upon the use
bf ground water monitoring wells. The complexity of fracture flow in the Inwood Formation
undermines the reliability of well-based monitoring. In addition, the proposed system can
also be usedto monitor the effectiveness of a corrective action which may be undertaken
should a confirmed leak occur..

6.0 CONCLUSIONS

Based upon our evaluation of available reports, design data, and a site reconnaissance,
the following conclusions are offered regarding migration pathways and potential impacts
should a release of water from spent fuel pool at Unit No. 1 occur:

1. There is little potential for any water released from Unit I to enter deeper ground
water flow systems. The site is located in a regional ground water discharge zone.
An upward gradient typical of such zone provides a hydraulic barrier, limiting the
potential spread of contarniiation to shallow flow system only.

2. A subsurface drainage system with a sump at the Chemical Systems Building,
operated to keep water table depressed below the foundation level in bedrock, is
capable of intercepting nearly all leaks that may originate near the bottom of fuel
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storage pools. A very high recovery rate for potential leaks was demonstrated by
results of tracer studies.

3. Although the Hudson River provides an ultimate receptor of ground water flow

from the vicinity of Unit 1, the actual flow pathways for the shallow ground water

are likely to be subparallel to the river due to effects of geologic structure. A

small stream located on the adjacent property west of the site provides the most
likely receptor of shallow ground water flow from the site which might not be

intercepted by the subsurface drainage system.

4. In a worst case scenario, the area of potentially impacted ground water is

conservatively estimated to be limited to a downgradient (downstream)' area

between Broadway, the river and the Verplanck Quarry. There is virtually no
potential' that any contaminated ground water could flow beneath the Hudson

River and reach an area on the western side of the river.

5. There are no principal or primary aquifers beneath the facility nor in its

immediate vicinity. The local population does not use wells as a source of potable
water. The nearest municipal Supply wells are located several miles away across

the river.

6. A monitoring system relying upon sampling of ground water discharges from the

sump at the Chemical System Building and at the nearest stream downgradient of

the Station is capable of an early detection of potential leaks from the spent fuel

pools.
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ATTACHMENT 8B
Tab le I

.PRIVATE WATER-WELLS N..VIICINITY...OF..NUCLEAR UNIT .4 4

Westchester County

Altitude Water
Above Depch Level
Sea to Below

Code Owner Level DeDth Diameter Bedrock Ground Yield
(ft.) (in.) (gpm)

222 D.. Brown 250 79 6 1 -- 12
223 L. Seltzar 310 80 8 ! ....
224 A. Lamm 440 80 6 7 -- 10
225 W. Grop.per 510 110 6 2 21 20
226 S. Kaplan 320 110 6 .... 5
227 J. Croman 4 2o 40 36 -- 8
228 R. Mertins 180 9 60 -- 5 --
229 E. Murphy 270 76 6 5 -- 3
230 H. Meyers 320 81 6 1 6 2.5
232 H. Peckerman 220 114 6 2 -- 6
233 H. Mertins 2-80 20 36 -- 10 --
234 E. Cavanaugh 140 102 6 10. •18 4.5
235 NYC YMCA 20 200 6 - -- --
240 S. Delar 390 250 6 3 -- 7
245 Indian Point Pk. 120 100 6 10 -- 4
257 M. Benedict 180 185 .6 13 -- 10
260 Westchester Co.

Park Commission 300 7 24 -- 3.3 --
262 J. Keesler 100 15 8. -- 1 5
265 W. Freeland 320 101 6 15 25 5
268 H. Baker 210 11 36 -- 4 --
,273 L. Turner 340 25 60 -- 10 --
275 L. McFadden 560 57 6 -- 45 2
276 St. Peters School 520 187 10 ..-- 12
278 Bird Estate 460 12 36 -- 5 --
279 J. Williams 10 6 60 -- 4 --
280 G. Bergel 500 184 6 -- 65 2
343 W. Borden Co. 300 100 6 16 9 10.5
390 J. Lindeau 300 22 .36 -- 16 --
600 Esso Bulk Plant 10 78 6 -- 3 100
616 G, Kummeer 320 75 .6 15 15 6

.627 J. Mikulak 180 .52 6 -- 15 3
6,28 F. Singer 40 15 24 -- 12 5
629 J. Goldburg 10. 105 6 -- 2 --

631 J. Bersani 10 47 6 20 10 25
632 G. Szabo 45 87 6 -- 20 25
633 C. Mahl 380 147 6 16 10 3
634 C. Ferrara 360 106 6 12 20 4
635 Oldstone on Hudson 130 200 8 -- 20 15

1166-73 NY National 6 48 6' -- -- 63
Guard 6 90 -- -- 63

1409. Horton Ice Cream 160 16 72 -- 100



ATTACHMENT 8C

Tab le 2

PRIVATE WATER WELLS IN VICINITY OF.NUCLEAR UNIT #4

Rockland-County, N.Y.

Altitude
Above

Sea
Level DeDch Diameter

.(ft.) (in.)

Depth
to

Bedrock

Water
Level
Below
GroundCode Owner Yield

(gpm)

10 Garnerville Ice
Company

12 NY Telephone Co.
13 Birchwoods
14 Birchwoods
15 Garnerville

Holding
16 NYS Rehabilitacion

Hospital
18 NYS Rehabilitation

Hospital
147 L. Ware
148 C. Weniger
167 NYS Rehabilitation

Hospital
168 M. Marzocco
173 Simmons Building
174 Brookside Farm
175 Haverstraw Laundry
176 N. Mitchell
188 Camp Bullowa
192 Haverstraw Laundry
198 *NY Water Service

Corp.
210 L. Schultz
239 NYSDPW
.264 I. Rose
271 G. Lips
274 A. Rose
296 L. Manglass
297 A. Kapusinki
300 P. Shed
301 A. Takacs
302 C. Fine
303 Tolake Corp.
364 D. Kelman
305 E. Spillinger
306 Fresh Air Camp

Assoc.
307 E. Brissing
309 C. Akins

180
82

390
390

150

170

170
340
490

170
200

25
100

30
20

270
30

305
600
532
220
360
200
120
110"
520

340
580

440

280

400

200

100

250

468
217
400
460

220

350

400
125
148

350
170
350
250
452
200
163
452

320
100

15
34

265
212
100

145
59
50

190
225
173

96

180
196
125

6,
8
6
6

5

10

10
6
6

10
5

12
8
8
8
10

8

10
6
2;
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
8
6
6

8
6
6

-21
55

240

30

85

85
57

4

85

90
45

125

18

215

12
16
9

214
20

90
10

1
2

18
16

2
18

17
45

32 250

.'0 200

02
5

140

50

Flows
Flows
Flows

38
Flows

52
6
5

25
28
10
12
15
12
30
12
30

30
7

33
125

60
65

200
30
10

200

80
90
10
14
55

13.8
5

15

9
6
20

.70
12
12

12

9



ATTACHMENT 8D
Table 2

(Continued)

PRIVATE WATER WELLS IN VICINITY OF NUCLEAR UNIT #4

Rockland County, N.Y-

Altitude Water
Above Depth Level

Sea to Below
Code Owner Level Depth Diameter Bedrock Ground Yield

(ft.) (in.) (gpm)

310 NY Trap Rock . 100 100 6 15 30 --
311 C. Johnson 130 25 6 6 4 5
312 E. Tenyck 220 81 8 3 22 111
313 T. Scozzafava 5 30 6 -- 5 8
314 P. Schoo 15 110 8 12 5 -7
315 S. Schwartz 400 151 6 16 9. 8
335 Girl Scout Camp 500 180 6 -- 45 20
336 ,H. Conklin 500 110 6 27 8 17
337 L. Begun 360 110 6 2 15 2
338 J. Fitzgerald 220 100 6 6 8 --
340 J. Shankey 160 18.3 6 38 --
342 Kay Fries Chemical

Inc. 135 52 8 47
344 Kay Fries Chemical

Inc. 115 45 2 '-- -- 75
352 M. Cook 220 92 6 18 15 7
353 N. Hall 540 210 6 2 .19 10
382 P. Larkin 150 .125 6 22 5 10
456 A. Cooper 650 8 36 -- 5 --
459 W. Gannon 140 175 6 45 5 --
460 H. Lewis 270 116 6 13 12 15
462 Lustra Plastics 70 400 8 107 40 28
468 US Gypsum Co. 15 220 8 31 Flows 50
471 R. Lund 440 435 6 325 150 10
*472 H. Schuler 190 256 6 81 160 30
473 J. Holt 310 247 6 209 45 10
471 J. Carpenter 310 130 6 30 17 4
511 Tamarac Nurseries 260 133 6 82 30 40
536 A. Levine 400 298 6 184 136 50


